WARNING! - Please Read this Information Carefully:

The project described in these pages utilizes POTENTIALLY FATAL HIGH VOLTAGES. If you are in any way unfamiliar with high voltage circuits or are uncomfortable working around high voltages, PLEASE DO NOT RISK YOUR LIFE BY BUILDING THEM. Seek help from a competent technician before building any unfamiliar electronics circuit. While efforts are made to ensure accuracy of these circuits, no guarantee is provided, of any kind!

USE AT YOUR OWN RISK: THE WEBMASTER, PROJECT COORDINATOR, PROJECT CONTRIBUTORS AND WEB SPACE PROVIDER EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY FOR INJURY OR PROPERTY DAMAGE RESULTING FROM THIS INFORMATION! ALL INFORMATION IS PROVIDED 'AS-IS' AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND.

GENERAL NOTES:

This project is in the PRELIMINARY STAGES and is not intended to be built except by very experienced builders. These documents have not been extensively debugged, and as such may contain serious errors. Once this project has been officially prototyped and debugged a general release of these documents will be made.

CORE CHASSIS DRILL PLAN:

The chassis drill plan is common to all of the AX84 core series amps. Not all holes are used in all amps. You may want to drill all of them if you plan on upgrading, or modifying the amp in the future.

The chassis hole sizes and locations on these plans are correct for the components used in the constriction of the prototype amp. At the current time, not all of the amps have been prototyped, so the size, number, and location are subject to change.

It is the builder's responsibility to insure that the hole sizes, numbers, and locations are correct for the parts used in their own build.

Do not assume that the parts you ordered individually, or bought as a kit, have the same dimensions as those used in the construction of the prototype amp.
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**GENERAL NOTES:**

1. All resistors 1/2W minimum unless otherwise noted.
2. All coupling capacitors 400V or greater.
3. Voltage readings are those taken with DMM. The use of other output tube sets will alter your readings.
4. The symbol represents shielded cable.

**CONSTRUCTION NOTES:**

1. This is a ground connection to the chassis. The mains safety connection should be made as close as possible to the point where AC enters the chassis. The circuit connection should be made as close as possible to the input jack. Ideally, the jack itself should be used as the connection point by not isolating it from the chassis.

**VOLTAGE READING NOTES:**

1. The voltage readings are from the prototype. Your voltages may vary, plus or minus, a few volts.
2. Different tubes draw different amounts of current, no two are alike unless they are matched. The amount of current drawn by all the tubes in the amp will affect voltage readings throughout the amp.

---

**1. Potentiometer Pinouts - Top View**

**2. Output Transformer**

T2: Hamilton 1503N 4.3k, 50W

**3. Chokeless Power Supply Option**

**4. Tube Rectifier Option**

**5. Rotary Impedance Selector**

**6. Output Transformer**

T2: Hamilton 1503N or Equivalent 4.3k, 50W
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